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How can you use this information?

Brand Management
Use consumer intelligence to monitor your market’s reception of new business 
pivots (i.e., response to adding advertising to a streaming platform like 
Netflix). 

Consumer Behavior
Use consumer intelligence to learn about how consumers are accessing your 
media content, and use that to guide your pricing decisions.



Netflix introduces “Watch Now”
Netflix invented the modern concept of web streaming long-form content when it launched “Watch 
Now” in early 2007. Streaming was a totally new way for consumers to watch entire movies. Instead of 
purchasing a DVD or watching something on TV, users could now watch the content they wanted on 
demand. Six years later, Netflix released its first original series, House of Cards, to great acclaim. 
Producing original content became a way for Netflix themselves to avoid the cost of licencing content 
from other providers. 



Torrenting Peaks Prior to Netflix Launch
Bittorrent technology was a distributed way of downloading heavy, primarily copyright-infringing movies and 
other large files. The Pirate Bay became the most popular website to find torrents to download. The launch of 
Netflix’s online streaming service coincided with peak Bittorrent useage. As legal streaming provided by Netflix 
got more popular online, consumers torrented fewer and fewer movies. Netflix became a one-stop-shop to 
watch movies online. Netflix became so successful at driving people away from piracy that many news outlets 
declared media piracy officially dead. 



Other Services Join Streaming Industry
Watching Netflix’s success, other large conglomerates began their own video streaming services. Amazon 
Prime Video became the first of many copycats. Creating a streaming service has become even more popular 
over the last five years as Peacock, Paramount Plus, Disney+, and countless others have joined the industry.



Impact of Surplus Streaming Services
Usually, more competitors entering the market means more choice, lower prices, and better consumer 
experience. In the case of streaming services, the consumer experience actually diminished. 

As each company entered the market, they produced original content or acquired licensing rights such that 
content could only be viewed on their platform. 



Customers Get Burned Out
Soon, media libraries got 
fragmented across platforms. For 
example, Netflix lost The Office 
to NBC’s Peacock. 

Additionally, prices have gone 
up, meaning consumers are 
paying more money to receive 
the same content options as 
before. 



As a result of this fragmentation, consumers have returned to privacy. Instead of torrenting content like they did 
in the early 2000s, they now stream on websites like 123Movies, AZMovies, or Putlocker clones. Illegal 
streaming sites have seen a 114% post volume increase since December 2018. Post-volume growth attached 
to Virtual Private Networks (VPNs) or tools consumers use to hide IP addresses, have seen a 47% increase 
during that same time frame.

Customers Return to Piracy (Streaming)



Infegy Atlas can help copyright holders by tracking the spread of illegal content online. As a top social media 
intelligence platform, Infegy Atlas can look at the aggregate levels of illegal content to measure which sites are 
most responsible for links. Additionally, Infegy Atlas can dive to the post level to save links for rapid Digital 
Millennium Copyright Act enforcement.

Solution: Tracking Illegal Content Online



About Infegy

We’re changing the way companies listen 
to consumers, and what they do about it.

• Robust social listening data and analysis

• Quickest view of consumers’ thoughts and 
sentiments

• Unmatched client experience and support

• Agile approach to products and services



Our Dataset

• Social dataset spanning hundreds of 
billions of posts and growing fast.

• Data collection that best mirrors varied 
real-world populations.

• Unlimited data access provides flexibility to 
obtain the context that matters.

• In-house data storage allows for 
unmatched speed to insight.



Contact Us

Learn how you can use Infegy Atlas to obtain insights like these. Contact us at 
sales@infegy.com to schedule a custom demo.
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